
3. Packing bag installation
- Fold the lateral fl ap and place the bag in the window with the bag fl ush with the inner side of the window. Thread 
   the back plate of the bag behind the rubber lip, fi rst of all at the bottom, then at the top. 
   Tip: Threading the bag behind the bottom rubber lip gets easier, when you dismantle the hook of the sun blind before (red circle, pic. 4).   
- Push the bag in the direction of the boot. The slot fi ts around the window engine, in case you have one (pic. 6). 
- Flap the fl ap into the window until the plate also engages behind the rubber lip (pic. 7). 
- As an aditional tilt prevention, you can fi x the cord on the hook under the handhold. Therefore open the zipper of 
  the upper compartment and push the bag a little upwards (pic. 8).
- Additionally you may put the aluminium support bar between the vehicle lining and the window (pic. 9).

2. Variant with sun blind from above (pic. 3)
We recommend to be two persons for installation: One person holding the sun blind a little o   the window (pic. 4+5), 
the other person installing the bag as described below.

1. Preparation
- Prior to the installation, the back plate of the bag needs to 
  be in the right position. While delivery, the back plate may 
  slip under the top/bottom plate of the bag.  
- If the case may be, push onto the top/bottom plate, for 
  the plate slipping back in a lateral position (pic. 1).
- Take notice of the correct side: the VanEssa logo shows 
   towards the boot (pic. 2).
   Note: In order to avoid moisture behind the bags, take them out from 
             time to time and let them dry during the day.
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4. Outer applications
- You can deposit important everyday objects like cell phones (pic. 10a), keys (pic. 10b) or sunglasses (pic. 10c) in/at the 
   additional applications on the outside of the packing bags.
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